
Kuala Lumpur I By Day And By Night

Encounter a world of modernity and tradition in Malaysia’s colourful capital. Its iconic sights are even more outstanding

during the night when the “Garden City of Lights” lives up to its name. Thousands of lights can also be seen in Kuala

Selangor Nature Park with one of the biggest firefly colonies in the world. Enjoy this unique experience on a boat trip

through the mangrove forest. Learn about the Hindu religion during a visit to Kuala Lumpur’s oldest temple. 

Day - 1 Kuala Lumpur

KUALA LUMPUR CITY TOUR & KUALA LUMPUR BY NIGHT WITH DINNER & CULTURAL SHOW
(D)

Pick up from Kuala Lumpur City Hotel. Especially for first time visitors a guided tour is the
best way to explore this vibrant city with its many famous, but also its hidden sights, such as
the Petronas Twin Towers, the Cocoa Building, the National Monument, the Sultan Abdul
Samad Building and many more. The tour leads through the old and new parts of Kuala
Lumpur which is also known as Garden City of Lights. Encounter the contrast between the
huge modern skyscrapers and the buildings of the colonial days. With the tour gain a great
insight into the real Kuala Lumpur. Take a break at a local restaurant for an individual lunch
(not included). With the sunset the city lights up. The evening tour leads to an open air
bazaar in Chinatown - the busiest quarter at night time. Continue to the oldest temple in the
city, the Sri Maha Mariamman Temple. The smell of incense and the chants of priests let you
immerse into the religious aura. Take your time to have a a closer look at the intricate carved
deities. Afterwards enjoy a sumptuous Malay buffet dinner while watching a traditional
performance.
Overnight: Kuala Lumpur
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Inclusions

2 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary (B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L =

Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- Photo stop at Petronas Twin Towers

- Visit to Handicraft Centre

- Visit to National Museum

- River Cruise to firefly colony

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses or with public

transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International/domestic flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 

Supplement imposed for Ramadhan Month for dinner on 2nd

day
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